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Several configurations of the High Luminosity Large Hadron Collider, whose performance at collision is
mainly limited due to the strong beam-beam long-range interactions, are studied in the presence of dc wire
compensators. This analysis is based on analytical and numerical calculations where the main observables
are the dynamic aperture (correlated to the beam lifetime) and the frequency map analysis. It is
demonstrated that, with a proper optimization of the wire compensator parameters (distance from the
beam and wire current) and without violating the machine protection restrictions, these long range beam-
beam interactions can be very well mitigated, making these scenarios viable and complementary with
respect to the present HL-LHC baseline. The impact in the integrated luminosity and the operational
flexibility gained are also presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

The counter rotating proton beams in the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) [1] share the same beam pipe at the
insertion regions (IR), where the experiments are located.
At the center of the detector, the beams cross each other and
the particles undergo head-on (HO) collisions. Before and
after these interaction points (IPs) and up to the separation
dipoles (D1) the particles in the bunches interact with the
electromagnetic field generated from the counter rotating
ones every 12.5 ns (for bunch spacing Δt ¼ 25 ns) as it is
illustrated in Fig. 1. The detrimental effect of these beam-
beam long range (BBLR) interactions on the particle
dynamics was extensively studied in LHC and other
colliders [2–8]. For the mitigation of the BBLR kicks,
the use of electron lenses or current carrying wires (a
technically simpler solution) was proposed and their
effectiveness was tested in various machines like RHIC
at BNL, SPS at CERN and TEVATRON at FNAL [9–12].

The use of wire compensators was initially proposed in an
LHC note [13] and after the previously mentioned positive
experimental results four wire demonstrators were installed
at each high luminosity IP of the LHC (IP1 and IP5). Using
these compensators in different experimental studies (that
are accompanied by numerical ones) it was shown a
significant improvement in beam lifetime [14–16]. These
results encouraged using the wire demonstrators in the
upcoming Run 3 of the LHC [17].
The effect of theBBLR interactions on the particlesmotion

will be even more significant after the High Luminosity
upgrade of the Large Hadron Collider (HL-LHC) [18–22].

FIG. 1. Schematic representation (not to scale) for the head on
collision, the beam beam long range kicks at the interaction
regions and the reserved longitudinal position at the left and right
of the IP1 and IP5 in the case of a future use of wire compensators
in HL-LHC.
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The aim of this upgrade is to increase the luminosity
(production rate of useful collisions), leading to an improve-
ment of the machine discovery potential (faster reduction of
the measurements statistical error). According to the base-
line scenario [19] the leveled and integrated luminosity will
be increased by a factor five and ten respectively over the
LHC design values [23]. This improvement is mostly based
on the brighter bunches (higher bunch population over
smaller emittance), the stronger focusing at the IPs (smaller
β�) and the use of crab cavities [24–26]. The side effect of
using brighter bunches for a given crossing angle is the
stronger BBLR interactions that define the HL-LHC param-
eters of the current baseline configurations, shown inTable I.
Simulating the HL-LHC nominal scenario, the most

severe degradation of the dynamic aperture (DA) and
consequently of the beam lifetime [27] from the BBLR
kicks can be observed at the end of the luminosity leveling
where the optical beta at the IPs (β�) is minimum. This
significant DA reduction is demonstrated in Fig. 2. The red
curve corresponds to the baseline (nominal) case with only

HO collision at IP1 and IP5, while the blue one to the case
with HO collisions and 25 BBLR kicks per IP per side for
IP1 and IP5 (20 BBLR kicks up to D1 separation dipole
plus 5 inside D1). With green dashed line is indicated the
minimum normalized triplet aperture of the HL-LHCwhich
roughly corresponds to the minimum DA (DAmin) when
BBLR collisions are not present (red curve). Even after
systematic optimization studies of the parameters (working
point, octupole current, etc.) [22], the DAmin for the
nominal scenario (blue curve) is only slightly above 6σ
and is reduced by 5.5σ as compared to the DAmin of the
case without BBLR kicks. Although a 6σ minimum DA is
considered to be enough for a good lifetime [28,29], there is
not any margin for the baseline scenario for any unexpected
detrimental effect like the impact of electron cloud (as the
one limiting the lifetime during the last year of 2015-2018
run in LHC [30]). In addition, there is no flexibility to
reduce the half crossing angle lower than 250 μrad without

TABLE I. HL-LHC baseline configuration at the start of
collisions and the end of the luminosity leveling.

Parameters Symbol
Start of
collisions

End of luminosity
leveling

Energy [GeV] E 7000 7000
Bunch
population [ppb]

Np 2.2 × 1011 1.2 × 1011

Normalized
emittance [μm]

εnx ¼ εny 2.5 2.5

Horizontal tune Qx 62.315 62.315
Vertical tune Qy 60.32 60.32
Horizontal
chromaticity

ξx þ15 þ15

Vertical chromaticity ξy þ15 þ15

Beta function at
IP1 & IP5 [cm]

β⋆ 64 15

Half crossing angle at
IP1 & IP5 [μrad]

Φ1=5

2
250 250

Landau octupole
current [A]

Io −300 −300

FIG. 2. Dynamic aperture vs crossing angles at the end of the
luminosity leveling. For the case of only head-on collision at IP1
and IP5 is the red line, the case of head on plus BBLR kicks and
250 μrad half crossing angle is the blue line, while with 190 μrad
is the yellow line. The minimum normalized triplet aperture for
the HL-LHC baseline scenario is shown in green.

TABLE II. HL-LHC improved scenarios at the start of collisions and the end of the luminosity leveling.

Improved nominal scenario Improved ultimate scenario

Parameters
Start of
collisions

End of luminosity
leveling

Start of
collisions

End of luminosity
leveling

Energy [GeV] 7000 7000 7000 7000
Bunch population [ppb] 2.2 × 1011 1.2 × 1011 2.2 × 1011 1.52 × 1011

Normalized emittance [μm] 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5
Beta function at
IP1 & IP5 [cm]

64 15 64 15

Half crossing angle at
IP1 & IP5 [μrad]

190 190 200 200
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sacrificing the limit of 6σ minimum DA. After the halving
of the crab cavities number in HL-LHC, the maximum
crabbing angle is limited to 190 μrad. Simulating a scenario
with 190 μrad half crossing angle at IP1 and IP5 (needed
for a full crabbing compensation at the IPs), the DA
degradation is significant and lies between 3–4σ (yellow
curve of Fig. 2). Therefore, any performance improvement
from a perfect HO collision or any other benefits from the
crossing angle reduction are prohibited due to the strong
BBLR interactions.
In order to address these limitations, the use of wire

compensators in HL-LHC nominal round optics (β�x ¼ β�y)
configuration is studied. Based on analytical and numerical
optimization studies, the findings in [31] are extended and
new operational schemes of the HL-LHC called improved
nominal and improved ultimate (Table II) are found and

presented in following sections. These new schemes,
improve significantly the performance and the operational
flexibility of the collider without violating the present
machine protection restrictions.

II. ANALYTICAL CALCULATIONS

A. Limitations at the BBLR compensation

For the study of the long range beam-beam interactions,
the weak-strong approximation is used [32,33]. According
to this, the particles in the “weak” beam interact with the
electromagnetic field generated by the charge distribution
of the “strong” beamwhile the latter beam is not affected by
the charge distribution of the former one. Neglecting any
optics error, the quantity studied in this paper is the
integrated Lorentz force and its expression as well the

FIG. 3. (a) Beta function (βx, βy) and phase advance (μx, μy) at the IR5 for β� ¼ 15 cm. (b) At the left of the IP5 the Lorentz force
generated from a wire (green triangles) that is placed at 12σ from the weak beam (black rhombus), the force from a composed nonlinear
map that include the BBLR kicks and the optics between them (magenta circles) and the total force from the composed non-linear map
and the dc wire (yellow solid line) at the crossing plane. (c) Footprint plots for three different configurations: only head on collisions
(red), head on & BBLR kicks (blue), head on & BBLR kicks & wire compensation (green).
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electromagnetic fields generated by a strong bunch (B) and
a dc wire (Bw) are shown in the Appendix. As can be seen
from the Fig. 12, the B and Bw, away from their source, are
quite similar in the dependence of test particles position.
Based on this similarity the dc wires are proposed as a good
compensation device for the BBLR kicks. The correlation
of the dynamics between the BBLR kick and the force
generated by the dc wire was extensively studied in
work [5].
Although a BBLR compensation device is not included

in the current operational scenario of the HL-LHC, ring
sections that are ∼10 m long and are located at ∼195 m left
and right of the IP1 and IP5 are reserved for a potential use
of dc wires (Fig. 1). These longitudinal positions are right
after the IRs (close to the Q4s) and thus, the phase advance
up to the first BBLR kick right before the IPs is small (less
than 0.07 rad) as can be seen in Fig. 3(a). The benefit from
the small phase advance is the capability to compensate
locally the resonance driving terms (RDT) that are driven
by the BBLR kicks. On the other hand, there are some
limitations that must be applied at the wire current Iw and
its transverse distance from the weak beam Dw ¼ jZwbj
(Zwb is a position vector in complex plain discussed in
Appendix. The most restrictive one is coming from the
machine protection considerations and in particular from
the aperture of the elements and tertiary collimators
hierarchy. At the start of collisions, the transverse distance
of the wire from the weak beam (Dw) must be larger than 18
(17.4) σ for the baseline (ultimate) scenario and drop to
10.4σ at the end of the luminosity leveling for both the
baseline and ultimate scenarios [20]. The restrictions to the
Iw are coming from the physical properties of the wire.
Based on the current R&D [34] for a wire that could be
used in the HL-LHC, the maximum current for a wire
module with Lw ¼ 3 m and cross section at the scale of
millimeters is Iw ∼ 450 Am. In addition to these limita-
tions, the strong variations of the beta function [Fig. 3(a)] at
long range beam-beam interactions (drift from the IP to Q1
and inside the inner triplet) increase the complexity of
the problem. As a result, the BBLR separation as well the
BBLR kicks are not the same at each encounter, with
the absolute kicks right before and after the IPs to be the
strongest ones. Taking into account this variation, the force
at the horizontal (x) crossing plane at the left of IP5 from a
composed nonlinear map that include the BBLR kicks and
the optics between them is plotted with magenta circles in
Fig. 3(b). In the same figure, the force from a wire
compensator is also plotted with green triangles. As can
be seen from the yellow solid line (total force) the
detrimental effect from the BBLR kicks can be mitigated
quite well up to 6σ. In this showcase example, the wire is
placed far from the weak beam (at 12σ) and its integrated
current (Iw) is appropriately tuned in order to minimize the
force from the BBLR kicks up to 6σ.

B. Compensation of the tune spread with amplitude
generated by the BBLR kicks

Analytical formulas that describe the resonance driving
terms (RDT) and the tune spread with amplitude (TSA) that
are driven by the BBLR and the dc wire kicks are
developed in different works. Some of them, in order to
extract formulas in closed forms, assume wire like BBLR
kicks [31,35] while others, for simplicity, use round
bunches (σx ¼ σy) for all the BBLR kicks [33]. These
assumption are good only for large distances between the
strong and the weak beam. A different approach is followed
in [6,36,37] where the scalar potential that describe the
BBLR field is used but the resulting expressions involve
integrals over the bunch distribution that should be calcu-
lated at the location of the BBLR interactions. In a recent
work [38], analytical expressions for the RDT and the TSA
are derived without any of the aforementioned approxima-
tions-limitations and therefore are the ones used in this
paper. On top of these formulas, some extra simplifications
can be obtained in the case of the HL-LHC (and LHC)
optics. Because the crossing plane is rotated by 90°
between the IP1 and IP5 (e.g., for IR1 ZwbjIR1 ¼ iywb
and for IR5 ZwbjIR5 ¼ xwb), the coefficients cu [Eq. (A3)]
for two wires (or two wire-like BBLR kicks) that are
located at IP1 and IP5 with the same transverse distance,
satisfy the equation cujIR1 ¼ −cujIR5 for u ¼ 4mþ 1 and
m ¼ 0; 1; 2;… (quadrupolar, decapolar, etc., components).
On the other hand, for the multipoles with u ¼ 4mþ 3
and m¼0;1;2;… (octupolar, decahexapolar, etc.) cujIR1 ¼
cujIR5. For these wire/wirelike configurations and because
the HL-LHC optical functions at the IR1 and IR5 are
almost identical, the tune shift and the first order TSAχ

that is generated by the u ¼ 4mþ 1 multipoles is self-
compensated while the first order TSAχ from the u ¼
4mþ 3 multipoles adds up. Therefore the octupolar com-
ponent is the first non-self-compensated one that contribute
at first order to the TSAχ .
In order to evaluate how well the dc wires can mitigate

the tune spread with amplitude (TSAχ) generated by the
BBLR kicks, HL-LHC footprints with (a) only HO, (b) HO
and BBLR interactions, and (c) HO, BBLR interactions and
wire compensators at IP1 and IP5 are plotted in Fig. 3(c).
Simulating the baseline scenario at the end of the lumi-
nosity leveling with zero Landau octupoles current and zero
rf cavities voltage, the footprint without BBLR kicks (only
HO) and the one with BBLR kicks (HOþ LR) are plotted
with red and blue color, respectively. Including dc wires
fully compliant with the machine protection restrictions
(wire distance is at least 10.4σ from the weak beam), the
tune spread generated by the BBLR interactions is well
mitigated as can be seen from the green footprint
(HOþ LRþWC) in Fig. 3(c). The very good agreement
between the green and red footprints indicates that the wires
can control well the tune spread with amplitude induced by
the BBLR kicks. For the calculation of the wire integrated
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current the analytical formulas in [38] and the self-
compensation conditions are used while the footprints
are calculated with the MAD-X code [39].

III. NUMERICAL OPTIMIZATION OF THE DC
WIRE FOR BEST COMPENSATION OF THE BBLR

INTERACTIONS

It has been shown that if the wires are placed at a
longitudinal position with optical beta ratio (βx;w=βy;w)
close to 2 or 0.5, all the leading order RDTs can be
minimized with the appropriate wire current and transverse
position in [31,35]. This result was obtained using the wire
like approximation for the BBLR kicks, alongside with a
few small simplifications, like the negligible phase advance
and dispersion at the IRs, exact antisymmetric optics
between the left and right of the IP and between the two
beams at the same side of the IP. However, based on the
reserved location for the dc wires and the formulas for the
RDTs minimization, the wires’ transverse distance Dw and
their integrated current Iw, for the working scenario
described in Table I with antisymmetric optics between

the left (L) and the right (R) sides of the IPs (βx;wLβy;wL
¼ r�2 βy;wR

βx;wR

with r� ¼ β�y
β�x
) and negligible phase advance between the

BBLR kicks, are Dw ¼ 7.36 mm ¼ 8.85 σwR1 and
Iw ¼ 122 Am. As already mentioned, this transverse dis-
tance is presently not compatible with the machine pro-
tection aspects (i.e., collimation aperture hierarchy). In
order to estimate the order of magnitude of the wire
configurations that compensate the BBLR interactions
(lifetime—dynamic aperture improvement) and respect
the machine protection restrictions (Dw > 18σ at the start
of collisions and Dw > 10.4σ at the end of the luminosity
leveling), a set of different DA scans for a variety of wire
and lattice parameters such as the wire integrated current
(Iw), the wire transverse distance from the weak beam (Dw),
the Landau octupole current (Io) and the working tune (Qx,
Qy) were performed. The considered quality factor in all
the scans is the difference between the minimum dynamic
aperture (DAmin) of a lattice with wire compensators
from a lattice without wire, ΔDAmin¼DAminðwithwireÞ−
DAminðnowireÞ. The best wire configurations with Dw >
18σ at the start of collisions and Dw > 10.4σ at the end of
luminosity leveling are called best conditional configura-
tions (best conditional DAmin) and are indicated with green
asterisks in the following plots. In all the simulations, four
compensators (one for each side of the IP1 and IP5) are
used and are longitudinally placed 195 m away from IP
center. In addition, the four wires are in the IP crossing
plane and parallel to the weak beam as it is shown in Fig 1.
Since the optical functions are not the same for the four
wire compensators, their configurations (Dw and Iw) are not
exactly the same. In the following DA scan plots, only the
configuration at the right of IP1 (DwR1 and IwR1) are
displayed since the wire at the right of IP1 (left of IP5)

is always closer to weak beam (DwR1 is always the smallest
distance from the weak beam). For the Iw-Dw scans, the
central configuration is the one that compensates the
octupolar components of the BBLR field. In all the studies,
the linear chromaticity is kept constant at 15 units in both
plains. The HO and BBLR kicks at IP2 and IP8 are not
included in the simulations since they are significant
weaker than the ones in IP1 and IP5. No magnet imper-
fections are considered and the tracking simulations
(element by element tracking) are done with SIXTRACK

code [40], where an equivalent thin lens lattice is used.

A. HL-LHC baseline and ultimate scenario at the
end of the luminosity leveling

Starting with the HL-LHC baseline scenario at the end of
the luminosity leveling with half crossing angle at IP1 and
IP5 Φ1=5

2
¼ 250 μrad, Landau octupoles set at Io ¼ −300 A

for partial compensation of the leading order octupolelike
TSAχ from the BBLR kicks (as it is shown in [41] for LHC)
and optimized working pointQ ¼ ð62.315; 60.32Þ [22], the
DAmin without the use of dc wires is DAmin (no wire) ¼
6.1σ as shown in Fig. 4(a). Making use of the dc wires, the
DAmin can be improved up to ΔDAmin ¼ 0.7σ with
configurations that comply with the machine protection
restrictions (Dw > 10.4σ). The extra gain at the DAmin can
provide the margin for a flawless operation even in the
presence of unexpected detrimental effects (like electron
cloud formation). The most powerful configuration
(smaller Dw and larger Iw) of the dc wire demonstrators
embedded in tertiary collimators of the LHC, is shown with
a green square. Its large radius (3 mm) combined with the
limiting Iw ¼ 350 Am provides only a marginal DA
improvement, and this points out to the necessity of new
dedicated hardware.
In order to better appreciate the dc wires impact on

different particles, the DA values for different phase angles
(different initial conditions) are plotted in Fig. 4(b). The
different wire configurations that guarantee DAmin ≥
DAmin (no wire) are plotted with different colors while
the case without compensators is plotted in black. As can be
seen, the DA improvement across the different angles can
be quite more significant than the ΔDAmin. The largest DA
improved with wire compensators can be seen in those
phase angles (indicated with gray shade) in which DA are
reduced most with the BBLR kicks. The results from the
wire configurations that provide the best conditional DAmin
are shown with green asterisks and can give DA values
close to the ones resulted from the ideal wire configurations
(red dots) which give the best DAmin (this ideal configu-
ration is not complaint from any Dw restriction).
An extra complication in the effort to find the best wire

configurations is coming from the PACMAN bunches. In
the various filling schemes [42] of the HL-LHC [43], the
bunches are separated by 25 ns. However, different trains
(set of bunches) in the filling schemes are separated by a
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larger bunch space according to the rise times of the
different injection and extraction kickers, the circumference
of the injectors and the length of the abort gap. Due to this
inhomogeneous distribution, the number of the BBLR
kicks that are experienced by the different bunches is
not the same for all of them. The ones located at the tails of
the train experience less BBLR interactions and are called
PACMAN bunches. The number of the BBLR interactions
experienced by a PACMAN bunch (NPACMAN) lies in the
range NBBLR − 1 ≥ NPACMAN ≥ NBBLR

2
where NBBLR is the

full set of BBLR kicks at the interaction regions. The least
amount of BBLR kicks is experienced by the first bunch of
the first train after the abort gap and the last bunch of the
last train before the abort gap. Given that the BBLR and
wire kicks are similar and that the phase advance between
them is negligible, the total kick from NPACMAN BBLR

interactions and a dc wire that is adjusted to compensate the
full set of BBLR kicks (NBBLR) is equivalent to the kick
from NBBLR − NPACMAN BBLR interactions. This partial
compensation always reduces the number of the equivalent
BBLR interactions from NPACMAN to NBBLR − NPACMAN ≤
NPACMAN (the particle dynamics is less perturbed with the
use of dc wire even for PACMAN bunches). Using the
nominal scenario and simulating a PACMAN bunch that
experience only the left BBLR interactions of the IR1 and
IR5 (the last bunch of the last train before the abort gap with
minimum number of BBLR kicks NPACMAN ¼ NBBLR

2
), the

ΔDAmin for the same wire configurations as before (base-
line scenario with the full set of BBLR kicks) can be seen in
Fig. 4(c). The DAmin not only is not degraded with the
good wire configurations but it is actually improved
compared to the case without compensation. Focusing

FIG. 4. HL-LHC nominal scenario at the end of the luminosity leveling. (a) The minimum DA difference from the case without wire
(ΔDAmin) for different dc wire configurations and (b) DA values vs angles for the wire configurations that guarantee DAmin ≥ DAmin
(no wire). (c)ΔDAmin for PACMAN bunches using different wire configurations. (d)ΔDAmin for different wire configurations and zero
Landau octupoles (Io ¼ 0 A).
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on the configurations indicated with green asterisks that are
the ones that give the best conditional DAmin at the baseline
scenario with full set of BBLR kicks, the DAmin is up to
7.1σ (0.5σ improvement over the case without wire). Of
course the ideal scenario would be to use a wire compen-
sator with modulated Iw according to different bunches
but this increases the technological complexity of the
compensator [44].
An import parameter that should be considered in these

simulations is the Landau octupole current. During colli-
sions the tune spread generated from the head on inter-
actions [red footprint in Fig. 3(c)] can guarantee the
stability of the colliding bunches [45,46] and so as already
mentioned, the Landau octupoles can be used for the
mitigation of the leading order octupole-like tune spread
with amplitude generated by the BBLR kicks. In order to
calculate the compensation effect related only to the dc

wires, the DA scans for the nominal scenario at the end of
the luminosity leveling but with zero Landau octupoles
(Io ¼ 0 A) are repeated and the ΔDAmin is presented in the
Fig. 4(d). The DAmin without dc wire is less than 6σ (DAmin
(no wire) ¼ 5.5σ) but with the use of dc wires there are
many configurations with Dw > 10.4σ that guarantee
DAmin > 6σ. The best of them, that are indicated with
green stars, can guarantee DAmin up to 7.8σ (2.3σ improve-
ment over the case without wire). From the results in
Figs. 4(a) and 4(d), it is clear that the DA gain is higher
when only wire compensators are used (zero octupole
current). The reason for this difference, is the overcom-
pensation of the octupolelike component generated by the
BBLR kicks in the case with non zero octupole current.
Despite this overcompensation, the different configurations
with DAmin ≥ 6σ and Dw > 10.4σ in Fig. 4(a), indicates
that some choices of the octupole current can be destructive

FIG. 5. HL-LHC ultimate scenario at the end of luminosity leveling. (a) and (b) ΔDAmin from different working points for the case
without and with wire compensator, respectively, (c) ΔDAmin for different wire configurations and (d) DA values vs angles for wire
configurations that guaranty DAmin ≥ DAmin (no wire).
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for the wire performance but not catastrophic. On the other
hand, with an appropriate choice of the octupole current,
the dc wire performance can be enhanced as it is shown in a
following study.
In order to evaluate the compensation capabilities of the

dc wires, the Landau octupoles are set to zero (Io ¼ 0 A) in
the following studies, unless it is stated otherwise.
At the ultimate scenario of the HL-LHC, the lumino-

sity is leveled at 7.5 × 1034 cm−2 s−1 (instead of 5 ×
1034 cm−2 s−1 at the nominal scenario) and therefore the
bunch population will be higher (Np ¼ 1.52 × 1011 ppb at
the end of leveling). Because of the increased bunch
population, the BBLR kicks are stronger and so the

DAmin degradation is more significant as compared to
the one of the nominal scenario. As can be seen in Fig. 5(a),
at the end of the luminosity leveling where the BBLR effect
is stronger, there is no good working point at least 0.005
(due to coupling) from the diagonal that guaranty
DAmin ≤ 6σ, despite the partial BBLR compensation with
the use of the Landau octupoles. There is only one good
operational configuration that does not overlap or is close to
the diagonal, however since it is only one and it is below the
diagonal, it can not be used. In fact, the beams are planned
to be injected in the HL-LHC with a tune above the
diagonal and working points below the diagonal may not be
possible due to e-cloud tune-shift mainly at injection and

FIG. 6. HL-LHC at the end of luminosity leveling. (a) and (b) with half crossing angle at IP1 and IP5 200 μrad and Np ¼
1.52 × 1011 ppb the ΔDAmin for different wire configurations and the DA values vs angles for the wire configurations that guaranty
DAmin ≥ DAmin (no wire), respectively. (c) and (d) with half crossing angle at IP1 and IP5 190 μrad and Np ¼ 1.2 × 1011 ppb the
ΔDAmin for different wire configurations and the DA values vs angles for the wire configurations that guaranty DAmin ≥ DAmin (no
wire), respectively.
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the strong losses while crossing the diagonal resonance
line. Keeping the same lattice and adding wire compensa-
tors with appropriate transverse positions (Dw > 10.4σ)
and Iw, a large “island” with good working points
(DAmin ≥ 6 σ) appears, see Fig. 5(b). Therefore, the wire
compensators can also guarantee a large set of good
working points that improve the machine flexibility and
can make the ultimate scenario of the HL-LHC feasible. In
order to find the best parameters for the dc wire, a set of
DAmin scans are performed and the results are displayed in
Fig. 5(c). Again there is a large set of good configurations
(DAmin ≥ 6 σ) compatible with the machine protection
limitations. The best of them are indicated with green
asterisks and gives DAmin up to 7.6σ (2.9σ improvement

over the case without wire). In Fig. 5(d) a more detailed
view of the DA over the different angles for the wire
configurations that guarantee DAmin ≥ DAmin (no wire) can
be seen. There are many configurations that are signifi-
cantly above the black line which corresponds to the case
without wire. As before, the DA values of the best condi-
tional configurations (indicated with green asterisks) are
very similar to the ones from the configurations that give
the best DAmin (red dots).

B. Improved HL-LHC scenarios

In the following, we show several scenarios whose
performance, thanks to wire compensator, become accept-
able. These scenarios result from the reduction of the

FIG. 7. HL-LHC at the end of luminosity leveling with half crossing angle at IP1 and IP5 200 μrad andNp ¼ 1.52 × 1011 ppb. (a) and
(c) for particles up to 6.1σ the tune diffusion of the cases without and with wire compensator, respectively. (b) and (d) for particles up to
6.1σ the footprint and the tune diffusion of the cases without and with wire compensator, respectively.
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crossing angle at the IP1 and IP5 (Φ1=5). In this way the
collider performance and its flexibility are improved as
compared to the ones from the current nominal and ultimate
scenarios. With smaller crossing angle, the luminosity
leveling can be extended, increasing thereby, the integrated
luminosity per fill. In addition, a smaller crossing angle
allows the reduction of the crab cavity voltage [24–26]
without degrading the integrated luminosity. Furthermore,
the magnets (dipolar corrector) strength that are assisting in
the crossing bumps, the required mechanical aperture, the
heat load as well the integrated radiation dose coming from
the debris produced at the IPs and mainly deposited in the
triplet (final focus quadrupoles) [47] can be reduced. The
goal in these studies was again to find the dc wire

configurations, within collimation constrains, that guaran-
tee DAmin close or above 6σ.
The improved operational scenarios (DAmin ≃ 6 σ) that

can be achieved with the use of wire compensators in HL-
LHC are the improved ultimate one with half crossing angle
at IP1 and IP5 Φ1=5

2
¼ 200 μrad and the improved nominal

scenario with half crossing angle at IP1 and IP5
Φ1=5

2
¼ 190 μrad. Performing DA scans at the end of the

luminosity leveling, the results for the improved ultimate
(Φ1=5

2
¼ 200 μrad and Np ¼ 1.52 × 1011 ppb) and for the

improved nominal scenarios (Φ1=5

2
¼ 190 μrad and

Np ¼ 1.2 × 1011 ppb) can be seen in Figs. 6(a) and 6(c),
respectively. For both cases, the DAmin without wire is

FIG. 8. HL-LHC at the end of luminosity leveling with half crossing angle at IP1 and IP5 190 μrad and Np ¼ 1.2 × 1011 ppb. (a) and
(c) for particles up to 6.1σ the tune diffusion of the cases without and with wire compensator, respectively. (b) and (d) for particles up to
6.1σ the footprint and the tune diffusion of the cases without and with wire compensator, respectively.
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below 3.5σ (DAmin (no wire) < 3.5σ) which is catastrophic
for the beam lifetime. With the use of wire compensators,
the best conditional configurations (Dw > 10.4σ) can give a
DAmin up to 5.9σ (2.7σ improvement over the case without
wire) which can guarantee a very good lifetime for the
beams. In these improved scenarios, the DA restriction
(DAmin ≥ 6σ) can be slightly relaxed in order to improve
the integrated luminosity. A more detailed overview of the
DA for different angles can be seen in Figs. 6(b) and 6(d)
for the improved ultimate and improved nominal scenarios,
respectively. As in the previous cases, the results from the
best conditional configurations are indicated with green
asterisks and are mostly above 6σ. These curves are very
close to the ones with the best DAmin (red dots).
The beneficial impact of the dc wires at the performance

oriented scenarios can be also seen from a frequencies map
analysis [48]. In these improved scenarios the boosted
BBLR interactions enhance the machine resonances and
thus, the KAM tori [49–51] are destroyed leading to
more irregular motions and increased tune diffusion. An
estimate of tune diffusion in the frequency space is given

by the formula Log10½
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðQx;in−Qx;fiÞ2þðQy;in−Qy;fiÞ2

q
�

where the tune (Qx;in; Qy;in) is calculated from the tracking
data of the first 5000 turns and the tune (Qx;fi; Qy;fi) from
the data of the next 5000 turns. For the calculation of theQx
and Qy tunes, the NAFF algorithm [48,52] is used. The
results for the improved ultimate and the improved nomi-
nal at the end of the leveling are presented in Fig. 7 and in
Fig. 8, respectively. For particles up to 6.1σ, the use of dc
wires [Figs. 7(c) and 8(c)] reduce significantly the strong
tune diffusion seen at the case without compensators
[Figs. 7(a) and 8(a)]. This compensatory effect can be also
seen from the footprints up to 6.1σ in Figs. 7(b), 7(d), 8(b),
and 8(d). In the absence of wire compensators [Figs. 7(b)

and 8(b)] the tune spread is larger and the footprint
extensively deformed. On the other hand, in the presence
of dc wires [Figs. 7(d) and 8(d)] the tune diffusion is
minimized and the footprint is compensated.

C. Operational flexibility of the improved scenarios

From the two improved scenarios, the one that guaran-
tees larger integrated luminosity is the improved ultimate
one. For that reason, the flexibility in the working point (Q)
selection and Landau octupole current (Io) with wire
configurations that are at least 1.5σ away from the tertiary
collimators (Dw ≥ 11.9σ) is studied. For different working
points with constant fractional tune split Qy −Qx ¼ 0.005
and for different Iw the ΔDAmin can be seen in Fig. 9(a).
Within the 5.5σ contour are many good configurations that
guarantee DAmin close to 6σ. The best of them are indicated
with green asterisks and can give a DAmin up to 5.9σ. Even
in this “pushed” scenario with fixedDw there is a flexibility
in the operational tune and in Iw. For the other test, the tune
is kept constant (Qx ¼ 62.315, Qy ¼ 60.32) and the vary-
ing parameters are the Landau octupole current (Io) and the
Iw. The resulting ΔDAmin is plotted in Fig. 9(b). By using
both arc octupoles (∼150 A) and wires (∼350 Am), differ-
ent wire configurations with DAmin ≥ 6 σ are found and are
indicated with green asterisks. The DA improvement is up
to 3σ in a very “pushed” scenario and actually for an area
that is relatively large (�20–30 A). In the case without wire
compensators (Iw ¼ 0 Am) there are no configurations that
guarantees DAmin ≥ 6 σ. In addition to that, the FMAs of
Figs. 7 and 8 demonstrates that the correction affects not
only the linear but also the nonlinear tune spread with
amplitude quite a lot.
In order to validate the impact of the dc wires also at the

beginning of the leveling (β� ¼ 64 cm), DA scans for

FIG. 9. HL-LHC at the end of luminosity leveling. (a) with half crossing angle at IP1 and IP5 200 μrad and Np ¼ 1.52 × 1011 ppb the
ΔDAmin for different wire integrated current and working tunes. (b) with half crossing angle at IP1 and IP5 200 μrad and Np ¼
1.52 × 1011 ppb the ΔDAmin for different wire integrated current and different Landau octupole current.
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different Dw and Iw are performed. The results for the
improved ultimate and the improved nominal scenarios are
presented in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b), respectively. Since the
DAmin (no wire) is larger than 6σ for both machine
configurations, the wire compensators are not needed at
the start of collisions. However, almost all the configura-
tions with Dw above 17.4σ [Fig. 10(a)] or 18σ [Fig. 10(b)],
which is the position of the tertiary collimators at the start
of leveling for the ultimate and baseline scenarios, improve
the DAmin and guarantee a constant reduced crossing angle
(Φ1=5 ¼ 380 or 400 μrad) through the leveling process.

D. Integrated luminosity gain with the use of wire
compensators

Based on the results in Figs. 6 and 10 (DAmin close or
above 6σ with the assistance of dc wires), the crossing

angles during the luminosity leveling at the improved
nominal and ultimate scenarios can be kept constant.
Due to the smaller crossing angle at the improved scenar-
ios, the luminosity leveling can be extended and the extra
gain in integrated luminosity is presented in Fig. 11. With
green shade are indicated the scenarios that need the dc
wire to be operational (improved nominal and ultimate) and
with gray shade are the current nominal and ultimate
scenarios (no wire compensators). With the improved
nominal scenario, the gain in integrated luminosity with
the crab cavities on (190 μrad crabbing) is ∼2% over the
existing nominal and ∼6% if the crab cavities are off. The
increment is more significant with the improved ultimate
scenario. The gain over the current ultimate (with DAmin
(no wire) ¼ 4.7σ) is ∼3.5% with crab cavities and ∼12.5%
without crab cavities.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper it was demonstrated that for a variety of dc
wire configurations, the detrimental effect from the long
range beam beam interaction in different scenarios of the
HL-LHC can be mitigated. Many of these good configu-
rations respect the machine protection restrictions without
sacrificing the beam lifetime. With all the best conditional
configurations of the dc wire, the dynamic aperture of the
PACMAN bunches is not affected and the area of good
working points is enlarged. More specifically, for the
baseline scenario where the minimum dynamic aperture
is slightly above 6σ, the use of wire compensators can
increase the DAmin up to 0.65σ. This extra gain provide the
margin for a flawless operation of the machine even in the
presence of any unexpected detrimental effect like the
strong electron cloud that was observed during the run II of
the LHC. The wire compensator can also make the ultimate
scenario (DAmin (no wire) < 6σ) fully operational with

FIG. 11. The integrated luminosity per day for the current and
improved nominal and ultimate scenarios of HL-LHC.

FIG. 10. HL-LHC at the start of luminosity leveling. (a) with half crossing angle at IP1 and IP5 200 μrad the ΔDAmin for different
wire configurations and (b) with half crossing angle at IP1 and IP5 190 μrad the ΔDAmin for different wire configurations.
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DAmin > 7.5σ. On top of that, with the use of wire
compensators, the crossing angle of the nominal (baseline)
and the ultimate scenarios can be reduced to 380 μrad and
400 μrad respectively. With these improved nominal and
ultimate scenarios, the integrated luminosity per day is
slightly increased with crab cavities and recovers half of the
lost luminosity without the crab cavities. Because of the
crossing angle reduction the crab cavities voltage can be
also reduced without sacrificing the machine performance.
Furthermore, the strength of the magnets (corrector) that
generate the crossing bumps, the heat load and the
integrated radiation that is mainly deposited in the final
focus quadrupoles can be reduced. Finally, among the wire
configurations that guarantee DAmin close or above 6 σ for
the improved scenarios (190 μrad and 200 μrad half cross-
ing angle) there are some that respect the collider protection
restrictions and are technologically feasible. Therefore, the
dc wires should be considered for future upgrades of the
HL-LHC baseline.
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APPENDIX: ELECTRIC AND
MAGNETIC FIELDS

The charge distributions that generate the BBLR kicks is
described by a two dimensional Gaussian at the transverse
plane and at the longitudinal one by a line distribution since
σs ≫ σχ with χ ¼ x, y. From such a charge distribution, the
resultant transverse electromagnetic field satisfies the
formula Bϕ ¼ −βlsEr=c in the lab rest frame. Therefore,
the integrated Lorentz force experienced by a test particle in

the weak beam with negligible transverse velocity is
given by:

Z
F⃗we ds ¼

Z
qðE⃗þ u⃗we × B⃗Þds ⇒

Z
Fweds ¼ qð1þ βweβlsÞδDðs − s0 þ uwetÞ

Z
Er ds

¼ qð1þ βweβlsÞ
δDðs − s0Þ

2

Z
Er ds

¼ qðEx þ EyÞ: ðA1Þ

q is the electric charge of the test particle, δD is the Dirac
delta function, s ¼ s0 þ uwet, δDð2xÞ≡ δDðxÞ=2, βls ¼
−ust=c, βwe ¼ uwe=c and c is the speed of light. The
velocities ust and uwe are measured in the lab rest frame and
are the ones of the strong and weak bunches, respectively.
A detailed derivation of the electromagnetic field that
describe the beam-beam interactions is presented in
[32,53,54]. Using these results the expressions for the
electric (Eχ) and magnetic (Bχ) fields that include the
relativistic term 1þ βweβls and describe the BBLR inter-
actions for round (σχ ¼ σψ ¼ σ) and elliptical bunches
(σχ > σψ ) are given by:

Bx ¼
βls
c
Ey ðA2aÞ

By ¼ −
βls
c
Ex ðA2bÞ

E ¼ Eψ þ iEχ ¼ LfδDðs − s0Þ ðA2cÞ

L ¼
8<
:

Npqð1þβweβlsÞ
4ϵ0π

for σχ ¼ σψ ¼ σ

Npqð1þβweβlsÞ
4ϵ0

ffiffi
π

p
Δχ

for σχ > σψ
ðA2dÞ

FIG. 12. Transverse magnetic field from: (a) a wire compensator and (b) a charge distribution with σx > σy.
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f ¼
8<
:

1
π

ψþψ̃þiðχþχ̃Þ
ðχþχ̃Þ2þðψþψ̃Þ2

�
1 − Exp

h
− ðχþχ̃Þ2þðψþψ̃Þ2

2σ2

i�
for σχ ¼ σψ ¼ σ

1ffiffi
π

p
Δχ
Exp

h
−
�
χþχ̃þiðψþψ̃Þ

Δχ

�
2
i�

Erf
hðψþψ̃Þσ2χ−iðχþχ̃Þσ2ψ

σχσψΔχ

i
þ Erf

h
iðχþχ̃Þ−ðψþψ̃Þ

Δχ

i�
for σχ > σψ

ðA2eÞ

where for round bunches ðσχ ¼ σψ ¼ σÞ χ ¼ x and ψ ¼ y
while for elliptical ones ðσχ > σψ Þ χ ¼ x, y and ψ ¼ x if
χ ¼ y or ψ ¼ y if χ ¼ x. The symbols ðχ̃; ψ̃Þ represent the
transverse position of the weak bunch measured from the
center of the strong bunch, where ðχ;ψÞ is the transverse
position of the test particle measured from the center of the

weak bunch, ϵ0 is the vacuum permittivity, Δχ ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ðσ2χ − σ2ψÞ

q
and Erf½Ξ� is the error function with Ξ a

complex number.
The magnetic field (Bw) generated by a wire compensa-

tor of length Lw can be calculated with the use of the Biot-
Savart law [55]. However, since the wire length (a few
meters long) is quite larger than the distance of the weak
beam from the wire (less than a few centimeters), the
magnetic field of an infinite long wire can be used. Thus,
the integrated magnetic field Bw in complex form (that first
developed in [31]) is written as:

Bw ¼ Bwy þ iBwx ¼
μ0Iw
2π

fwδDðs − s0Þ; ðA3aÞ

fw ¼ 1

Zr þ Zwb
¼

X∞
u¼0

ð−1Þu
Zuþ1

wb

Zu
r ¼

X∞
u¼0

cuZu
r ; ðA3bÞ

where Iw ¼ J wLw is the integrated current, J w is the wire
current, the Zr ¼ xþ iy is the test particle position
measured from the weak beam and Zwb ¼ xwb þ iywb is
the position of the weak beam measured from the wire.
Since Zwb must be quite larger that the Zr, the function fw
can be also expressed in a multipolar series as shown in

Eq. (A3b) with multipole strength cu ¼ ð−1Þu
Zuþ1

wb
.

The magnetic field generated by a bunch in the
strong beam (B) and the one generated by a wire
compensator (Bw) are quite similar away from their
sources. This can be seen in Figs. 12 where the
magnetic fields at distances larger than 2σ from
their sources ð

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðχ þ χ̃Þ2 þ ðψ þ ψ̃Þ2

p
≥ 2σ andffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Re½Zr þ Zwb�2 þ Im½Zr þ Zwb�2
p

≥ 2σÞ are plotted.
The Bwx and Bwy are shown in Fiq. 12(a) while the Bx

and By for a charge distribution with σx > σy can be seen in
Fig. 12(b).
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